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National BILT Meeting Minutes 
 

CHAIRPERSON: Matt Glover, Le-Vel 
MEETING DATE: 
Tue, Feb 14, 2023 

MEETING TIME: 
8:30am-9:30am Central 

MEETING PLACE: 
Zoom 

RECORDER: Mark Dempsey RECORDING: 
Available upon request 

PREVIOUS MEETING: 
Nov 8, 2022 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

BILT: CCN educators: 
Susan Coefield, VMware Terryll Bailey, The Allison Group Patrick Logue, South Plains College 
Carolyn Corbin, Center for the 21st 
Century 

Bryan Bennett, Kirkwood Laura Malave, St. Petersburg 
College 

Maurice Gibson, Wiley Laura Berry, North Arkansas College Rajiv Malkan, Lone Star 
Matt Glover, Le-Vel Ronda Black, Gallatin Alex McMillen, Delgado Community 

College 
Cody Hooper, Crowdstrike Renee Blackshear, Texas State Brenden Mesch, Collin College 
Dan Huff, Citi John Byers, Collin College Ron Monroig, Scottsdale 

Community College 
Tu Huynh, Comerica Carlos Cabrera, Florida State 

College Jacksonville 
Ryan Murphy, Sinclair Community 
College 

Bill Morgan, Avistas Charles Cadenhead, Tarrant County 
College 

Patricia Opong, Columbus State 
Community College 

Candy Slocum, Interlink Antonio Delgado, Miami Dade 
College 

Mike Perry, Grayson College 

Dan Tuuri, Involta Dave DelRossi, Tallahassee 
Community College 

Jonnathan Resendiz, Grand Rapids 
CC 

Chris VanOosterhout, Licentia Jimmy Derakhshandeh, Houston CC Adam Richardson, Lansing CC 
Kim Yohannan, Alteryx Shari Due, Gateway Technical Terry Richburg, Trident Technical  
 Alan Gandy, Lone Star College Sue Roche, Delta College 
 Aparna Godbole, Collin College  Adam Rocke, Seminole State  
 Stephanie Gray, Gallatin Samir Saber, Houston CC 
 Richard Grotegut, Diablo Valley 

College 
Muna Saqer, Wharton Country JC 

 JB Groves, Wharton County JC Gordon Snyder, Holyoke CC 
 Jennifer Holden, Northwood 

Technical College 
Gary Sparks, Metropolitan CC 

 Alli Jerger, Waukesha County 
Technical College 

Joey Walter, Tallahassee 
Community College 

 David Keathly, University of North 
Texas 

Dwight Watt, Georgia 
Northwestern Technical 

 Asad Khan, Gwinnett Technical Mark Whigham, Calhoun CC 
 Juan Lebron, Lone Star College Esperanza Zenon, River Parishes CC 
 Dante Leon, Daytona State College  
CTC staff: Ann Beheler, Mark Dempsey, Debbie Miller 

 
Agenda items Discussion 
Candy Slocum 
retirement 
(Ann Beheler) 
 

Ann thanked Candy Slocum for her years of services supporting the National CTC and the BILT 
meetings – Candy is retiring as the President of InterLink. 
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ChatGPT 
(George 
Gabb, Miami 
Dade College)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ann introduced George Gabb, the lead instructor for the AI programs at Miami Dade College.  
These classes were created in 2022. 
 
George asked ChatGPT3 to define itself and received this reply: “GPT3 stands for ‘Generative 
Pre-trained Transformer 3’ is an advanced natural language processing AI model developed by 
OpenAI that uses deep learning techniques to generate human-like text.”  It’s a powerful 
machine learning model based on the Transformer model. George noted that it doesn’t know 
what it doesn’t know, which means it can be deceiving in the way it communicates.  Users have 
to be able to query and write prompts appropriately.  To train this model took as much power 
as needed to power San Francisco for a year. 
 

 
 
ChatGPT3’s “pros” include: 

 Ability to generate text from prompts with limited information 
 Creates complete sentences and ideas 
 Generates content with limited vocabulary 
 Provides a response based on a single prompt 
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ChatGPT3’s “cons” include: 

 Prone to all the shortcomings of other ML models especially with regard to bias and 
producing inappropriate content 

 It is a very expensive model to run, which leads the question of whether or not the tool 
will remain free – George noted that there is already the option for subscribing for 
$20/month 

 

 
 
From the chatbox (Matt G): ChatGPT is a transformational tool.  It took Facebook 3 years to get 
to 1 Million users.  Angry Birds took 34 days.  Chat GPT took 5 Days to get to a million users.  
The energy and momentum behind this is tremendous. Where we thought lower level jobs 
would be replaced by ML/AI (Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence) we are seeing that 
ChatGPT is able to replace marketing jobs and creative jobs that are typically reserved for 
human creatives.  This is shocking...and unnervingly disruptive.  I highly recommend all of our 
business leaders and educators create an account and ask the system a few questions.  This will 
generate code, write class papers for you...it is incredibly powerful. 
 
George discussed ways to use ChatGPT3 in higher ed: 

 Automated grading 
 Language learning – virtual tutors 
 Research assistance 
 Content creation 
 Personalized learning 
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In the chat box, Matt noted that Chat GPT and Microsoft recently entered into a 
partnership and a new Bing search engine will be powered by ChatGPT in the coming 
months.  Microsoft is also integrating ChatGPT with Microsoft Teams so foreign speakers 
can be translated in real-time during Teams meetings.  Google is developing a similar AI 
platform called Bard (https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/feb/21/techscape-
google-bard-microsoft-big-ai-search).  Charles said in the chatbox that the new Bing is 
already out in preview mode: bing.com/new.  Matt also mentioned the AI product Justin. 
 
George then provided a demo and tour of ChatGPT (Chat.openai.com/chat).  He suggested 
hitting “refresh” if the system is busy.   
 

 
 
He noted another way to get a ChatGPT account is to go through openai.com and click on “API” 
to sign up and create an account.  Going that route will provide access to other examples and 
tutorials.   
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He also explained that OpenAI’s “Playground” section is where developers can test out system 
prompts to build applications.  You can select from a range of different models. 
 
George next mentioned the recent attention and controversy ChatGPT3 has received.  
Educators are worried about cheating, plagiarism, and academic integrity.  His approach is to 
use ChatGPT to enhance the learning experience and openly build it into the classroom. 
 
He went back to the chat version of ChatGPT3.  He’s using it in his introduction to programming 
class that teaches C++.  For both midterms and finals, he asks students to create code.  That 
approach won’t work now.  George now encourages all of his students to get an OpenAI 
account.  Now for the tests, he will ask to see the ChatGPT prompt they’re using to generate 
the code.  Students not only turn in the code, but the ChatGPT prompt they used to get the 
code.  He’s revising all of his C++ assignments.  The point is while ChatGPT can write code, the 
students must still understand certain elements and processes of programming.  That is, the 
students still need to be able to make the code work.  George explained that the tool is here, 
so he believes in teaching them how to use it appropriately.  
 
George also mentioned a research grant he was a part of that collaborated with literature 
faculty at his school to develop an AI project that would query the text of Harry Potter books 
for literary devices and other patterns.  The chat model has limits to what it can answer, 
although if you adjust your query you can extract better information.  George explained that 
the grant developed a “semantic search engine” for the first Harry Potter book that can access 
the entire text for more detailed questions.  This system is in two parts – the first part 
processes and embeds the text, the second part provides the search function. 
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Attendees asked if it’s possible to determine if ChatGPT was used in an assignment.  George 
answered this is part of the “never-ending Cold War” between plagiarism-cheating and 
academic integrity.  Companies like TurnItIn are working on new systems to identify ChatGPT-
created content, but it won’t be perfect.  George again noted his interest in finding creative 
ways to use the tool and address it proactively.  His students are surprised that he’s 
encouraging them to use it.  George noted that worry about academic integrity was an issue 
when he was teaching in the 1980s and 1990s.  The tools change, but the problem remains.  
Until someone develops a robust detection system, everyone is “flying blind.”  And in the 
meanwhile, he will embrace the tool as creatively as possible. 
 
George explained a way to use ChatGPT to help determine if ChatGPT wrote a paper.  He 
demonstrated a prompt: “using Python what are the components to building a model to detect 
content generated by GPT3?”  From that first response, you can drill down deeper to ask more 
specific questions and finally come up with a code. 
 
From the chatbox (Adam R): In my classes, just as before the advent of ChatGPT, I'm moving 
to a pedagogical model that promotes more formative assessments, which are smaller, 
happen more frequently, and require more feedback from the instructor; and, I'm moving 
away from summative assessments, which are the larger exams/papers. We can't ask our 
students to, poof, produce a work and avoid some students using AI. The better approach 
is to insert ourselves into more frequent, smaller assignments that require specific 
feedback, and we can see our students iterate (I require screenshots of progression). This 
also disincentivizes the use of ChapGPT as a wholesale creator of their assignments and 
provides the students opportunities to use the tool as an aid. 
 
From the chatbox (Matt G): Smarter students will take the ChatGPT written work and then 
run it through Grammerly to edit it and smooth it before presenting it to you as complete.  
Like I said this is a dangerous and exciting tool that will truly disrupt the future. 
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George noted there are two new terms today – “prompt engineering” 
(https://www.axios.com/2023/02/22/chatgpt-prompt-engineers-ai-job) and “fine tuning.”  
“Fine tuning“ is only needed to build out a new skill in the model.  George said the model is 
pretty powerful as is. 
 
Someone asked about attempts to block ChatGPT.  George thinks a few have tried it, but 
he again restated that he thinks students need to know how to use it appropriately. 
 
From the chatbox (Adam R): I think that the approaches that attempt to block ChatGPT and 
similar tools are likely to fail in all but the most controlled testing centers. Besides, this 
misses the point. Will business leaders ever be in a situation where they can't access 
ChatGPT? Will developers ever be in a situation where they can't access ChatGPT? The 
tools are/will be ubiquitous, and we have to adjust our teaching to empower students to 
learn the basics AND how to leverage the tools in the corporate environments. 
 
George and Ann briefly discussed the new AI program developed at Miami Dade College that 
was powered by using the BILT model.  George found the year-long process “amazing.”  Ann 
said the BILT has 20 members.  George expressed gratitude for the industry guidance – it was 
hard to “put your arms around the entire field.”  The BILT was able to help Miami Dade College 
educators understand what was important and at what level of skill. 
 
As of now, Miami Dade College is offering a three-course interdisciplinary certificate: “AI 
Thinking” which is an introductory survey course explaining AI principles (math and programing 
isn’t required), a discipline-specific course, and then an ethics course.  That certificate will stack 
into an AAS, which will stack into a Bachelor’s.  The AAS and Bachelor’s are going through the 
approval process now. 
 
A number of URLs were posted in the meeting chatbox.  Here’s a list: 

 https://chat.openai.com/chat    
 https://openai.com/   
 https://www.bing.com/new  
 https://www.analyticsinsight.net/top-5-competitors-of-chatgpt/   
 https://research.checkpoint.com/2023/opwnai-cybercriminals-starting-to-use-

chatgpt/   
 https://gptzero.me/     
 http://rightwriter.com/   
 https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/passion-projects/mad-scientist   
 https://medium.com/codait/veremin-a-browser-based-video-theremin-

1548b63200c   
 https://www.ibm.com/products/watson-assistant/artificial-

intelligence?utm_content=SRCWW&p1=Search&p4=43700074369681297&p5=p&
&msclkid=b14b000f26961965168a63e483ca9de5&gclid=b14b000f26961965168a6
3e483ca9de5&gclsrc=3p.ds   

 https://www.credly.com/org/ibm/badge/chatbot-building-essentials   
 https://www.turnitin.com/blog/sneak-preview-of-turnitins-ai-writing-and-chatgpt-

detection-capability  
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CTC Update – 
Faculty 
Professional 
Development 
(Mark 
Dempsey and 
Ann Beheler) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Winter Working Connections 
 All online December 2023 
 Four tracks – BILT feedback and trends talks often drive the Working Connections track 

topics 
 Expand Your NETLAB+ by Building Custom Labs and Pods 
 Introduction to Programming in R 
 Network Defense Essentials 
 Self-Service Analytics Automation with UiPath and Alteryx 

 87 attendees, 61 colleges - 27 first-timers (31%) who’d never before attended a 
Working Connections event 

 Survey highlights 
 66% (54) reported making brand new connections 
 51% (42) maintained existing connections 
 74% (61) reported increase in expertise for one track goal 
 54% (44) increase for all goals 

 
Friday Spring Workshops 

 Session I happening now (Feb 3, 10, 17, 24, Mar 5) 
 Scripting for Networking Professionals 
 AI Awareness and Essentials (George Gabb is teaching this) 

 Session II starts soon (Apr 14, 21, 28, May 5, 12) 
 Teaching Applied Python Topics 
 Learning PowerShell for System Admin 
 To register: 

https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ejliscsw
d09c44bd&oseq=&c=&ch= 

 
Summer Working Connections will be offered across two weeks 

 July 10-14 - In person at Collin College 
 July 17-21 – Online 
 Launching registration late March 
 Confirmed tracks for in-person week 

o AI Awareness and Essentials 
o AWS Cloud Practitioner 
o Azure Fundamentals 
o Data Analytics (Tableau) 
o Leadership Academy – not a technical track; focuses on the BILT and grant 

writing (Ann wondered about using ChatGPT to help develop grant proposals) 
o Industrial IoT 

 Confirmed tracks for online week 
o AWS Architecting 
o Building a Data Science Program 
o Cisco’s IT Essentials – we’re hoping this appeal to high school faculty 
o Machine Learning Fundamentals 

 
Annual KSA vote on Tuesday May 9 

 Update list of entry-level KSAs and Ts 
o Vote via Google 
o Discuss the results 
o Adjust and amend the KSA list 

 By September 1, the revision is disseminated 
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This year, we’re also hosting an in-person “BILT Summit” 
 Workshop Monday, May 8, 8am-5pm 
 Then everyone attends the May 9 KSA meeting to see the BILT in action 
 Requiring two people attend: faculty and administrator 

o Hope to increase the likelihood of buy-in and adoption 
 As of today, 6 schools (12 participants) signed up 
 The CTC hopes North Texas BILT members will try to attend in person 
 Ann noted this isn’t limited to IT programs – any technical discipline is welcome to 

attend 
 To register: 

https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ejliscu4723612b
1&oseq=&c=&ch= 

 Travel expenses will be reimbursed 
 

IT Skill 
Standards 
update 
(Christina 
Titus and Ann 
Beheler) 
 

Christina explained that the ITSS project is now updating the six job clusters (and skill set): 
 “Data Analytics” (will soon be starting the update) 
 “Data Management & Engineering” 
 “Infrastructure” 
 “Project Management” 
 “Technical Support” 
 “Software Development” (almost done with the update) 
 “Cybersecurity” skillset 

The grant is looking for data analytics SMEs to participate in these meetings. 
 
All of the output of the original six clusters were approved and adopted by the Texas State Skill 
Standards Board. 
 
ITSS will be hosting a Summit of its own April 19-21 to teach attendees how to use the ITSS 
process for their own needs and how to leverage the work that’s already been done.  Faculty 
and administrators – two attendees are required from each participating school – from any 
technical discipline are welcome.  Because the BILT Model is an important part of the ITSS 
process, the Summit will feature a BILT workshop as well. 
 

CTC grant 
status (Ann 
Beheler) 
 

Ann reminded everyone that the CTC grant ends September 30, 2023.  She’s hopeful another IT 
center will continue the work of the CTC to support IT education.  A proposal has been 
submitted and we are waiting for the NSF’s funding decision. 

Next Meeting: Tuesday May 9, 2023 (8:30am-1:00pm Central) – the annual KSA vote 

 


